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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to develop and analyze least-squares approximations for Stokes and elasticity problems. 
The major advantage of the least-squares formulation is that it does not require that the classical Ladyzhenskaya-Babfiska- 
Brezzi (LBB) condition be satisfied. We provide two methods. The first is posed in terms of the velocity-pressure pair 
without the introduction of additional variables. The second adds a vorticity variable. In both cases, we employ least- 
squares functionals which involve a discrete inner product which is related to the inner product in H -I (~) (the Sobolev 
space of order minus one on [2), The use of such inner products (applied to second order problems) was proposed in an 
earlier paper by Bramble, Lazarov and Pasciak (1994). 
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1. Introduction 
There is a great deal of literature dealing with approximation schemes for Stokes equations 
and the equations of linear elasticity (see, [14, 16,22,33] and the included references). Mixed 
finite element methods involving a pair of approximation spaces are commonly used to handle 
the Stokes equation and avoid locking in linear elasticity problems. These spaces cannot be cho- 
sen independently of one another and, for stability, need to satisfy the so-called Ladyzhenskaya- 
Babugka-Brezzi condition [2, 15,29]. To compute the resulting discrete approximation one must 
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solve saddle point systems. Although much progress has been made in the development of ef- 
ficient iterative procedures for solving such saddle point problems [9, 32], they still pose some 
difficulties. 
In this paper, we shall define and analyze two least-squares approximation techniques for solving 
the equations of Stokes and linear elasticity. The first scheme involves the same variables as the 
original mixed formulation, i.e., the velocity and pressure. The second scheme involves an additional 
variable, the vorticity. Since the second method involves more degrees of freedom in the algebraic 
system, it is only useful when the vorticity is desired as output from the computation. 
The least-squares approach provides a number of advantages over the usual mixed finite element 
discretizations. First of all, the pairs (triples) of approximation spaces are not required to satisfy the 
LBB condition. Thus, for example, one can use conforming spaces of piecewise linear functions on 
the same mesh for both velocity and pressure approximation. This simplifies the implementation. I  
addition, the algebraic system which must be solved to compute the discrete solution is symmetric 
and positive definite. Iteration schemes for positive definite systems are most effective and best 
understood. 
There is a substantial literature dealing with the application of least-squares methods to Stokes and 
Navier-Stokes equations [4, 5, 19,20,26-28,35] In this paper, we will only consider the equations 
of Stokes and elasticity with zero velocity boundary conditions. Extensions of the ideas developed 
here will be addressed in future work. 
The approach of this paper is new in that it is based on using a discrete negative norm for 
one of the terms defining the least-squares functional and is an extension of some of the work 
done in [13]. The use of such norms gives rise to two important advantages. They result in ap- 
proximation methods which are optimal both in the order of approximation as well as required 
regularity. In addition, the corresponding algebraic systems can be easily preconditioned. 
This means that efficient iterative schemes can be developed to compute the discrete least-squares 
approximation. 
The outline of the remainder of the paper is as follows. The least-squares methods which are given 
in this paper are based on a number of stability estimates. These stability estimates are proved in 
Section 2. Section 3 describes and analyzes the first least-squares method (without vorticity) while 
Section 4 studies the least-squares method involving the vorticity. Because of the discrete nega- 
tive norm, these methods give rise to algebraic systems which are full and hence it is not feasible 
to assemble the matrices. Nevertheless, it is still possible to efficiently solve these systems ince 
it is inexpensive to compute the action of the matrix corresponding to the system. The develop- 
ment and implementation f effective iterative solvers for the new least-squares systems is given in 
Section 5. 
2. Stokes problem and some stability estimates 
In this section, we provide some a priori inequalities which will be of critical importance for the 
stability and convergence of the least-squares methods tudied in the remainder of this paper. We 
first present some function spaces and define the Stokes and elasticity problems. Next we introduce 
some finite element spaces and derive the stability estimates. 
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Let f2 be a Lipschitz domain with polygonal or polyhedral boundary in d dimensional Euclidean 
space for d = 2 or 3 . The velocity-pressure formulation of the Stokes problem is: Find u and p 
satisfying 
-2 ~ eij(u) + ~ = Fi in f2, (1) 
j=l 
W. u = 0 in f2, (2)  
u = 0 on ~f2, (3)  
p=0,  (4) 
for i = 1,.. . ,d. Here eu(u ) is the symmetric strain tensor defined by 
l{Oui  c~uj} 
~ij(il) ~ 2 -'~Xj ~- -~Xi ° 
To get the equations of linear elasticity, we replace Eq. (2) by 
I7. u = -(1 - 2v)p. (5) 
1 is Poisson's ratio. If v = i in (5), we recover the Stokes case (2). InEq. (5) ,  0<v<5 
Remark 1. Condition (3) corresponds to a fixed boundary where the material is clamped. Although 
we only treat these boundary conditions, other types of boundary conditions are interesting. In 
particular, for elasticity problems, one often considers mixed conditions of the form 
u = 0 on ~f2/P, (6) 
d 
eij(u)nj - pni = 0 on /~, (7) 
j=l 
where /~ is a subset of c?f2. In this case, /~ is a segment of the boundary where the material is 
allowed to deform. Conditions of the form of (7) will be addressed in a subsequent paper. 
The stability and regularity properties for solutions of the above problem are most naturally 
described in terms of Sobolev spaces. Let (., .) denotes the L2(~?) inner product and II • II the 
corresponding norm. We will use the same inner product and norm notation for vector valued 
functions in the product space (L2(f2)) d. For positive values of s, let H~(f2) denote the Sobolev 
space of order s and II " IIs denote the corresponding norm (cf. [25,30]). Let H01(Q) be the set of 
functions in H1((2) with vanishing trace on t?f2. The Dirichlet form on f2 is defined by 
= £ Wv. Ww dx for all v,w E HI(o) .  D(v,w) 
Since functions in Hi(f2 ) vanish on 0~2, the Poincar6 inequality implies that the norm 
II ~ II, =D(v,v) 1/2 for all v C H~(f2), 
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is equivalent o the usual Sobolev norm. It shall be convenient to use the above norm in our 
subsequent analysis. Let H01 denote the product space (Hd(f2)) a. Its norm is induced from the form 
d 
D(w,v) = ~-~D(wj, vj). (8) 
j=l  
Without ambiguity, we will use ]l ] ] l  to denote the norms in both H~(f2) and H~(f2). We shall also 
use Sobolev spaces with negative indices. In particular, the space H-~(f2) is defined to be those 
distributions for which the norm 
(v ,w)  
I[ v I1-  = sup 
W~H'(a) [I W Ill 
is finite. Let C~(f2) denote the infinitely differentiable functions with support in f2 and let Co(O)= 
(C~(f2)) a. The spaces C~(f2) and Co(O ) are dense in Hd(O ) and H~(I2), respectively. Finally, 
we denote by H the set of functions in L2(I2) with zero mean value on f2. 
Eq. (1) can be rewritten 
-W2u+(2-2v)Wp- -F  in f2. (9) 
Note that (9) implies that u and a rescaled p satisfy 
--V2// "~- Wp = F, (10) 
W.u+?p=0.  ( l l )  
Here ? = 0 in the Stokes case and y = (1 - 2v)/(2 - 2v) for the elasticity problem. 
To approximately solve (1)-(5), we introduce a pair of subspaces Vh, IIh indexed by h in the 
interval 0 < h < 1. We do this by partitioning the region f2 --- U; {i into triangles or tetrahedrons 
of quasi-uniform size. With some abuse of semantics, we shall refer to z~ as a triangle in both 
the two and three dimensional case. As usual, the boundaries of two triangles or tetrahedrons will 
intersect at either a vertex, an entire edge or an entire face. Spaces defined with respect to rectangular 
or parallelpiped partitioning of ~2 pose no added difficulty. For some integer >/2, let Vh denote 
the functions which are piecewise polynomials of degree less than r with respect o the triangles, 
continuous on f2 and vanish on ~f2 and define Vh = (Vh)d. Let Hh denote a space of functions which 
are piecewise smooth with respect o the triangles defining the mesh. 
Remark 2. As a typical example, we could define Hh as (continuous or discontinuous) functions 
which are piecewise polynomials of degree less than r -  1. 
The following approximation properties are well known for the finite element spaces just defined. 
(1) For v E (H~(I2)N Hd(I2)) a, 
inf )l v -  W I[, ~< Chr-~ II v IIr. (12) 
WE Vh 
(2) For v E Hr-l((2) A H, 
inf II v-  w I1 Chr-' II v []r-I • (13) 
WcHt, 
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The constant C appearing above is independent of the approximation parameter h. It follows 
from [7, 12] and (12) above that given r E H~([2), there exists W E Vh and constants C1,C2 not 
depending on h or v such that 
II w II1 ~ Cl II v Ill, (14) 
and 
II w - v II ~ C2h II v II,. (15)  
To describe the first a priori estimate, we shall need some operators and additional norms on the 
discrete spaces just defined. The operators 17~ "H01(f2) H Vh and V'h • L2(O) ~ Vh are defined by 
17~v = W where W is the unique function in Vh satisfying 
(W,X)  = -D(v ,X)  for all X E Vh 
and ~Thq = V, where V is the unique function in Vh satisfying 
(V ,X)  = -(q,  I7.  X )  for all X C Vh. 
Let {Fi} be the collection of interior edges (respectively, faces) in the partitioning of f2 into triangles 
and define the semi-norm {Fi} by 
We shall also use the notation 
II V llh =(~ f lV(x)12 ~) '/2 
This provides a norm for functions which are piecewise smooth with respect o the triangulation. 
For example, even though a second order distributional derivative of a function in Vh may not be in 
(L2(O)) a, its corresponding II • l ib -norm is finite. Finally, for r E H-t(O),  we define the semi-norm 
II ~ [[-l,h = sup (v, W) 
wev+, 11 W Ill" 
We can now state and prove the first a priori estimate. 
Theorem 1. There is a positive constant C which does not depend on h or 7 and satisfies 
II P II + II v II, ~<C{ll -Wv+ r'hP I1-,,,, +h I I -17~v + rE  I1,, 
+h'/2[[P]]h+ II 17 v + ~P II}, (16) 
for all P E Hh and V E Vh. Here [[P]] denotes the jump in P across the interior edges {Fi} oJ 
the triangulation defining the subspace Fib. 
Proof. Here and in the remainder of this paper, C with or without subscript will denote a generic 
positive constant independent of h and 7. These constants may represent different values in different 
occurrences. 
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We start by deriving an estimate for [I P 11 for functions P E Hh. It is well known (see, e.g., 
[22]) that for all p E H, 
(p,V.v) 
II p II ~<c sup (17) 
Fix P C F/h, v EH~(f2) and let W satisfy (14) and (15). Then, 
I(P, ~7. v)l ~< I(P, ~'. (v - W))l + I(P, v ' .  w)l 
- IfP, v .  (v - W))l + 1(~7hP, w)l. (18) 
For the first term of (18), integrating by parts gives 
] (P ,W. (v -  W))I <. ~ ~ WP. (v -  W)dx + ~ fr [[P]](v- W).nds.  
Here n denotes a unit normal vector on the edge Fj. Using the well known inequality 
f lOl2ds<~C( h-' II 0 +h [I 0 I1,,,,,)), (19) 
i" 
it follows from (14) and (15) that 
~ f~, [[P]](v - W).n ds <.< Ch'/=l[[P]]lh II v Ill. 
In addition, (15) implies that 
~i ~ WP. (v -  W)dx <<. Ch II VP Ilhll v II,. 
Combining the above estimates and obvious manipulations gives 
II e II ~< C(hl/2[[P]]h -f-h II vP  lib + II vhe II-,,h). (20) 
We next estimate D(U, U) for U • Vh. Fix U • Vh and P •/-/h. We clearly have that 
D(U, U) = ( -  V~U + VhP, U) + (P, W . U + ?P) - 7(P,P). 
Thus, 
D(U,U)<<. l[-V'~U+ V'hP I1-,.~11U II, + liP IIII t r .  U+~P II (21) 
We note that by (20), 
I1P II <<.C(hX/=[[P]]~ +h II -V=U+ V'P I1~ +h II ~'=U I1~ + II -WU+ ~7hP II-,,h 
+ II v~u [I-,.h). (22) 
It follows from the quasi-uniformity of the mesh that 
h II V 2U I1~ ~ C II U I1,. (23) 
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Moreover, by definition 
II W~U [[-l,h ~ II U Ill. (24) 
Combining (21)-(24) and obvious manipulations gives 
D(U,U)'/= <~C{II -W~U + VhP II-l,h +h II -v2u  + vp  lib 
+hl/2[[P]]h+ II v .  u + ~;p ll}. (25) 
The theorem follows by combining (22)-(25). 
We will also study least-squares approximations of the Stokes and elasticity equations utilizing 
the vorticity 
O=~7xu.  
In the case of d = 2, the vorticity vector is a scalar. In that case, we set ~/~ to be the functions in 
L2(O). If d = 3, the vorticity is a vector with three components and we take U = (L2(O)) 3. 
It immediately follows from the identity 
--W21~ : ~7 X ~r X V -- V (V"  1~) (26) 
that (9) can be rewritten as 
Vx  Vxu+(3-4v)Wp=F inO.  (27) 
Note that (27) implies that u and a rescaled p satisfy 
Vx ~Txu+Vp=F,  V .u+~p=O.  
Here ~7 = 0 in the Stokes case and ~7 = 7/(1 + 7) = (1 - 2v)/(3 - 4v) for the elasticity problem. 
Substituting the vorticity variable above gives the system 
~7×O+Wp=F,  W'.u+~p=0,  0 -  ~7 × u=0.  (28) 
The a priori estimate which we shall use in our vorticity least-squares approximations i  given in 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. For all q E H, 49 E ~ and v EH~(O), 
II 4911 + I lql l  + I lvl l ,  <C[ l l  ~7xv-4911 +11 ~7 x 49+ Vq[ l_ l  + II V.v+~qll]. 
Proof. Let v be in Co(O),  49 be in (C~(O)) 2d-3 and q be in H N C~(O). Then by (26), 
D(v, v) = ( ~7 x V" x v, v)+ II v ' .  v II 2 
= ( ~7 x (9 + Vq ,  v) + ( ly x v - 49, ~Y x v) + II v ' .  ,, II 2 +(q,  W'. v). (29) 
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Now 
II V .v  II 2 +(q ,  ~7. v) = (V ' .v  + yq, v ' .  v) + (1 - f)(q, v .  v + ~q) - (1 - ff)~7 II q II = 
~< II ~7. v + ~q II ( II v [[, + I[ q II ). (30) 
Combining (29) and (30) and obvious manipulations gives 
D(v,v)  .<< 3( II v x 4 ,+ ~Tq 112_, + II r7 x v - 4, II 2 
+ II r ' .  v + yq II 2 ) + 2 II q II [1 ~7. v + fq II • (31) 
Now, for W EHo~(f2), 
- (q ,W.W)=(Vq+ Ux 4 , ,W) - (V 'x  4 , -V 'x  Uxv ,  W) - (Ux  ~7xv,  W)  
and hence 
I(q, w" W)I~<( II rq+ r' x 4, I1-, + [I 4 , -  r' x v II + II v II,) II w II,. 
Thus, by (17), 
II q II ~ c (  It Wq + ~7 x 4, I1-1 + It 4, - r '  x v II + II v II,). (32) 
Combining (31) and (32) gives 
D(v,v) ~< C( N U x 4, + Wq 112_, + II ~7 x v - 4, II 2 + 11 r ' .  v + ~q II 2 ). (33) 
We finally note that 
II 4, II ~< II ~7 x v - 4, II + II v I I , .  (34) 
The theorem then follows from (32)-(34) and density. 
3. Least-squares methods without vorticity 
In this section, we consider a least-squares method for the Stokes equation which only involves 
approximations to the original variables p and v. The stability properties of this method result from 
Theorem 1. 
Let < -,. >h, (',')h and (.,.)_l.h denote the forms which correspond to the norms l" Ih, I1" lib, 
and I1 I1-,.~, respectively. We clearly have that 
and 
(v, w)h = ~ f~, r'(x). W(x) dx. 
i 
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It is not difficult to show that 
(v, w)-t.h = (Thv, w), (35) 
where Th : H - I (o )  ~-~ Vh is the solution operator defined by 
D(Thv, X) ~- (v,X) for all X E Vh. (36) 
The identity (35) holds for all v,w c H-l(f2). 
Let Bh : H - I (Q)  ~ Vh be a preconditioner for the problem (36). This means that Bh is symmetric 
and positive semi-definite on L2(f2) and is spectrally equivalent to Th; i.e., 
Co(ThV, V) <<. (BhV, V) <<. CI(ThV, V) (37) 
for all V in Vh, with constants Co, Cl independent of h. Obviously, B h can be taken equal to Th. 
However, it is often more efficient o make some other choice. 
There is a vast literature of techniques for developing preconditioners for symmetric positive 
definite problems, especially in the case of a discretization of an elliptic partial differential equation 
(see, e.g., [1,3,6, 17, 18,23,24]). The best preconditioners satisfy (37) with constants Co and C~ 
independent of the mesh parameter. In addition, a good preconditioner is economical to evaluate. 
This means that the cost of computing the action of Bh applied to an arbitrary vector should be 
much less than that of applying Th. For our application, low cost preconditioners are known for 
which (37) holds with Co and C1 independent of the mesh size and hence the number of unknowns 
(see, e.g., [6,8, 10, 11,21,31,34]). 
The least-squares method which we shall consider is based on the form 
<< (q,v),(r,w) >>1 ------ (Bh(--17 2v + ~7hq), -172w + ~7hr) 
-~-h2(- V212 -~" Vq, -  V2w + Vr)h 
+h < [[q]], [[r]] > +(V .  v + 7q, V .  w+ 7r). (38) 
The least-squares solution is the pair (P, U) E IIh× Vh satisfying 
<< (P, U), (R, W) >> 1 -- (BhF, - 172 W + ~ThR) + h2(F, - 172 W + 17R)h (39) 
for all (R, W) in IIh X Vh. It is a direct consequence of Theorem 1 and (37) that for F E (if(f2)) d, 
the solution (P, U) of (39) exists and is unique. The following theorem shows that the approximate 
solution (P, U) is close to the solution pair (p,u)  satisfying (10) and (11). 
Theorem 3. Let (P, U) solve (39) and (p ,u)  be the solution of  (10), (11). Let Vh and IIh be 
as described in the previous section with r >~ 2. Assume that F E (L2(f2)) a and that the solution 
(p,u)  is in Hr-t(f2) × (H~(f2)NHI(f2)) a. Then 
[ [U -u l [ ,+[ [P -P l l<fhr - ' ( l [U l l r+[ [P l l r -~)  • 
Proof. The solution (p ,u)  satisfies 
D(u, w) - (p, 17. w) = (F, w) for all w E H0l(f2). (40) 
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Thus, for W E Vh, 
(-- V2tt + ~7hp , W) = (F, W). (41) 
In addition, by (40) and density, 
( -  VZu + Vp,  w) = (F, w) for all w C (L2(f2)) a. (42) 
It follows from (41), (42) and (39) that 
<< (e,E),(R, W) >>1 =0 for all (R, W) E Hh × Vh, (43) 
where e ----- p - P and E = u - U. Let/5 and /.) satisfy 
l[ P -  P II ~< Ch r-' l] p ][r-1 (44) 
and 
11 u - 0 11 +h II u - t2 If, <~ Chr II u fir" (45) 
That such a 0 exists follows from [7] and [12]. Setting (g ,E)= (P -  P , /2 -  U), Theorem 1, (37) 
and (43) give that 
II ~ II = + II e I1~ ~ c << (~,~), (~,~) >>1 
=c << (P - p, t) - u), (~, ~)  >>~ 
It immediately follows that 
II ~ II ~ + II E II, ~ < c << (P - p, I2 - ~), (b  - p, gl - !,) >>~ 
<~ c( [r -~ '~( t2  - u) + ~Th(P -- p )  112_,,h 
+h 2 I I -Vz (~-  u )+ V(P -  p) I I ]  
+bl iP  - p]l]+ II ~7. (~  - u) + v(P - p)  II 2 ). (46) 
The last inequality above follows from (37). 
We now bound the terms on the right-hand side of (46). For the first term, we clearly have that 
[[ V2(O-  llt)I[--l,h ~ [I ~f --U [[1 and [[ ~Th(P- p)[[-~,h -%< [[ P - -P  11. 
Thus, 
II W(  fz - ,,) +vh(P  - p) []2_l,h -% Chr-l( II u Ilr + 11 p Ilr-1 ). (47) 
Let /Th denote the set of discontinuous piecewise polynomial functions of degree less than r with 
respect o the triangulation defining//h. For the second term in (46), we note that 
h II XT(P- p) 11~ ~ h 1[ ~7(P -P )  11~ +h [I ~7(P-  p) lib, 
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where P is the Lz(Q) projection of p into Oh. Since the mesh is quasi-uniform, it follows that 
h II ~7(p - p)l ib ~< 11 (P - /5) I I  +c  h~-' II p I1~-, 
<~ Ch~-' II p lit-, • (48) 
A similar argument gives that 
h [[ vZ(~f  -- //)[]h ~ Chr-1 [1 // [[r" (49) 
For the third term of the right-hand side of (47), we again use/5 as defined above and get 
hl/2lP - plh <~ h'/21P -/slh + h'/21/5 - pl~. 
Since/5 is defined as a local L2(Q) projection on each triangle or tetrahedron, 
f~( /5(s) -p(s) )  2as<_C(h- '  ~(/5(x) -p(x) )  2dx+h ~ [ ~7(/5(1)- p(x)),2 dx 
2 <~ Ch2r-3 1[ P []H,-'(~,) •
Summing the above inequality gives 
h'/2[/5 - Plh <~ C hr-I 11 P [1~-~ . 
In addition, s ince/5- /5  is a polynomial on r~, standard reference lement mapping arguments imply 
that 
h f~ j (~)  - &~))2 d~ .< C f (&x)  - &x)) 2 
and hence 
h'/21 p -/5l~ <<- c II/5 - /5  I1~ ~< Chr-I IIP Hr-' • 
Combining the above inequalities hows that 
h'/2l p -  Plh <- Chr-1 l[ P Ilr-,. (50) 
For the last term on the right-hand side of (46), (44) and (45) immediately imply that 
[I ~7. (U  _ u) -[- ~)(/5 - p )  ]1 ~< chr-l( n/.4 [Ir ']- [[ P I1~-~ ). (51) 
Combining (46)-(51) gives 
II ~ II 2 + II e I1~ ~< Chr-~(ll u ll~ + II p IIr-, ). 
The theorem follows from (44), (45) and the triangle inequality. 
Remark 3. The assumption that F C (L2(~2)) a can be relaxed to F E H- l (O)  provided that F is 
replaced by QhF in the h 2 term on the right-hand side of (39). Here Qh denotes the (L2(Q)) a 
projector onto Vh. In this case, the method is stable and convergent (with the expected rates) for 
(p,u) in HS-l(f2) × (HS(f2)f-)Hd(Q)) d for 1 ~< s ~< r. The proof of this result is essentially contained 
in the proof of Corollary 3.1 of [13]. 
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4. A least-squares method involving the vorticity 
In this section, we consider a least-squares method for the Stokes which involves approximation 
to the vorticity 0 as well as the original variables p and v. The stability properties of this method 
result from Theorem 2. 
We need an additional approximation space for the vorticity. Let Sh denote the space of continuous 
piecewise polynomial functions of degree less than r -  1 with respect o the mesh of Section 2. 
If r = 2, we take Sh to be the set of continuous piecewise linear functions with respect to the 
triangulation. For implementation convenience, one also can use the larger space of continuous 
piecewise polynomials of degree less than r when r > 2. The vorticity approximation subspace •h 
is defined to be one or three copies of Sh depending on whether d = 2 or d = 3, respectively. 
The least-squares method involving the vorticity variable is defined from (28). We start by con- 
sidering the quadratic form 
<< (q,v, 4)),(r,w,~ ) >>2 = (~7 x 66+ 17q, ~7 × ~b+ 17r)_l +(~7 × v -  ~, ~7 × w-~b)  
+(17.  v + ~q, I7. w + ~r). (52) 
Here (.,-)_~ is the quadratic form corresponding to the norm on (H-I(Q)) a. Although the above 
form corresponds exactly to the the right-hand side of the a priori estimate provided in Theorem 2, 
it is not computationally useful. This is because valuation of the inner product (v, w)_~ requires the 
solution of the continuous problem, i.e., (v,w)_l = (x, w) where x E Hi(Q) is the solution of 
D(x,y) = (v,y) for all y E n~(o) .  
To circumvent this difficulty, we replace the (., ")-1 inner product above by a computable alternative 
(cf. [13]). 
Following [13], we replace the (., ")-1 inner product by 
(Th', ') = ((h2I + Bh)', '), (53) 
where Bh is a preconditioner as discussed in the previous ection and I denotes the identity operator. 
For convenience, we require that Hh and ~h be subspaces of Hl(~2) and (H1(O)) 2d-3, respectively, 
although this restriction can be relaxed (see Remark 4). We then define the least-squares form 
<< (q,v, 4)),(r,w,~b) >>3--(Th(~ 7 x ~b + 17q), ~7 x tp+ 17r) + (~7 x v -  ~b, ~7 x w-  ~,) 
+(17.  v + ~q, 17. w + ~r). (54) 
The least-squares approximation to (28) is given by the triple (P, U, O) E Hh x Vh x ~h satisfying 
<< (P ,U ,O) , (R ,W,~)  >>3 :('FhF, [7 × ~ A- ~7"R) (55) 
for all (R, W, ~)  in I Ih× Vh × ~//'h. Let x E (L2((2)) d, v E H~(f2) and W E Vh satisfy (15). Then 
(x,v) 2 ~< 2((x,v - W) 2 +(x ,  W) 2) 
Ch = [[ x II=ll v lift +2(x, W) 2 
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Thus by (35) and (37), 
II x 112_, ~< C(h 2 II x II 2 + II x 112_,,h) < C(%,x,x). (56) 
Combining (56) and Theorem 2 implies that if F ~ (L"((2)) d, then the solution (P, U, O) of (55) 
exists and is unique. The following theorem shows that the approximate solution (P, U, O) is close 
to the solution triple (p,u,O) satisfying (28). 
Theorem 4. Let (P, U, O) solve (55) with Bh satisfying (37). Let (p, u, 0) be the solution of (28) 
where Fib and ~V'h are as discussed above and Vh is as described in the Section 3(with r >~ 2). 
Assume that F E (L2(~)) d and that the solution (p,u,O) is in Hr-l((2) × (H~((2)NHlo(O)) a × 
(H~-l((2)) 2d-3. Then 
II u -u  Ill + II P - p II + II o - 0 II ~< Chr-l( II u IIr + II P I1~-, + II 0 I1~-~ )" 
Proof. Let ///" and/~ be as in the proof of Theorem 3. Let/6 in Fib and O in ~Fh satisfy 
II p -P  II +h II p -P  II, ~< Ch ~-~ II P lit-, 
and 
II 0 - ~ II +h  II 0 - ~ II, ~< Ch r-' II 0 IIr-1 • 
Define g = P - p and ~ = O - O. As in the proof of Theorem 3, it follows from (55), (56) and 
Theorem 2 that 
II ~ II 2 + II ~ I1~ + II e II 2 
c << (P -  p , t ) -  u,d~ - 0 ) , (P -  p , t ) -  u ,~ - 0) >>3.  
It is immediate that 
II x7 × (tY - u) - (~  - 0) II + II v .  (tY - u) + f (P  - p )  II 
<~Chr-'( II u Hr + I IP IIr-' + [I 0 IIr-' )" 
For the remaining term we have by (37), 
(Th( ~7 × (6) -- 0) + ~7(P -- p)), ~7 x (O -- 0) + ~7(P -- p)) 
<~C(h 2 II V × (~ - 0) + XT(P - p )  II 2 + II X7 × (d~ - 0) + x7(P - p)  []-,,h ). (57) 
We clearly have that 
h2 II X7 × (d~ - 0) + X7(P- p) II 2 ~< Ch2r-2(] [ 0 IlL, + II P IlL, )" 
Moreover 
II v × (~ - o) I1-,,~ ~< II ~ - o II ~< Chr-1 [[ 0 IIr--' 
and 
II x7(p - p) I I - , ,h  ~< II P - p II ~< c h~-' II p l i t - ,  
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The theorem follows combining the above inequalities. 
Remark 4. Following [13], if one replaces F by Qh F in (55) where Qh denotes the (L2(O)) d 
projector onto Vh then one gets a method which is stable for solutions with less regularity. Assume 
that the solution (p,u,O) is in HS-l(f2) × (H~(O)NH~(f2))  d × (Hs-l(O)) 2d-3 for 1 ~< s ~< r. Then 
if (P, U, O) is defined replacing F by QhF in (55), 
II u - u II, + II P - p II + II o - 0 II ~ Ch~-'( II u I1~ + II P IIs-, + II 0 IIs-i ). 
The assumption F E (L2(~2)) 2 can be relaxed to F E H-l(f2). 
Remark 5. The first term in (54) can be expressed in the notation of the previous section. More 
precisely, let V'h× : (L2(f2)) a ~ Vh be the operator defined by 
( V'h × v, U) = (v, V' × U) for all U E Vh. 
Then, 
(Th( ~7 x q5 + Vq), ~7 x ~b + Vr )  =h2( ~7 x ~b + V'q, ~7 x ~ + V'r) 
+(Bh V'h x 4)+ V'hq, V'h x ~k + ~7hr). 
Remark 6. It is also possible to relax the continuity conditions on the spaces IIh and ~/Fh by adding 
terms to the form. If either of these spaces consist of discontinuous piecewise polynomials, then one 
can use a least-squares method based on the form 
<< (q,v,c~),(r,w,~b) >>4 ~ (Bh(~7 h X ¢-4- ~7hq), V'h × ~k+ V'hr) 
+h2( ~7 × ~p + Vq,  V" × ~b + ~7"r)h q- h < [[q~]], [[1~]] >h 
+h < [[q]], [[r]] >h +(V' × v - ~b, ~7 × w-  ~b) 
+( W.  v + ~q, W . w + ~/r). 
A result analogous to Theorem 4.1 holds for the corresponding least-squares method. We get a 
method which is stable and convergent in lower norms if F is replaced by QhF in the he(F, V" × 
~t q- ~7"r)h term on the right-hand side corresponding to this form. 
5. Implementation and iterative solution of the least-squares ystem 
In this section we consider the implementation aspects of the least-squares methods described 
in the preceding two sections. As already noted, the algebraic systems associated with these least- 
squares forms are full. Nevertheless, we shall see that effective preconditioned iterative schemes can 
be generated which converge rapidly to the desired discrete solution and avoid assembly of the full 
matrix. To be specific, we consider problem (39). The case of (55) is similar. 
Let/-/h and Vh consist respectively of discontinuous piecewise constant functions and continuous 
piecewise linear functions. The implementation f higher order spaces is completely analogous. 
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There are three major aspects involved in setting up the algebraic system and its subsequent 
solution by preconditioned iteration. All of these operations are performed with respect o a com- 
putational basis. Let {0i} and {Oi) denote the local nodal bases for Hh and Vh respectively. These 
can be combined into a global basis {~Pj} = {(0i,0)} U {(0, Oi)} = {((~j, ~j)} for Hh × Vh. Let n, 
and n2 respectively denote the dimension of Hh and Vh and set n = n~ + r/2. 
We seek the solution of the discrete problem 
M~ = d, (58) 
where 
l~lij= << ItJi, ~Jj >>1 " 
The right-hand side of (58) is given by 
d, = (Bhr , -  + + h2( r , -  V'2 , + 
for i=  1 . . . . .  n. 
In previous sections of this paper, we defined Bh as a symmetric positive definite operator on Vh. 
In terms of the implementation, the preconditioner can be more naturally thought of in terms of a 
n2 × n2 matrix N. The operator Bh is defined in terms of this matrix as follows. Fix V E Vh and 
expand 
B h V : Z GiOi" 
i 
Then, 
NG = (~ (59) 
where 
(~, = (V, Oi). (60) 
The operator Bh is a good preconditioner for Th provided that the matrix N-1N " has small condition 
number. Here N is the stiffness matrix for the form D(-, .), i.e., 
IVij z D(Oi, Oj). 
The matrix N need not explicitly appear in the computation of the action of the preconditioner. 
Instead, one often has a process or algorithm which acts on the vector G and produces the vector 
G, i.e., computes N-~G. Thus, the practical application of the preconditioner on a function in V 
reduces to a predefined algorithm for computing the action of N -1 and the evaluation of the vector 
defined by (60). 
The first step in computing the coefficient vector ~ solving (58) is to compute the right-hand side 
vector d. We shall assume that some method for computing integrals of the form 
~ F .  t/dx (61) 
is available when t/ is a vector valued polynomial. Here ri is a triangle in the mesh. Thus, we can 
compute the data (F, 6)j) for j = 1 .... ,n2 from which BhF can be computed as discussed above. 
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With BhF known, the right-hand side vector d reduces to more integrals of the form of (61) and 
the integration of polynomials over the triangles {z/}. These actions are local in the sense that the 
result for each 6)j only involves the triangles containing the support of Oj. 
The next action required for the implementation f the preconditioning iteration is the application 
of A4 to arbitrary vectors c E R". The vector c represents the coefficients of a function pair 
n 
(6, v)  = Z ci(~,, ~i). 
,=1 
We are required to evaluate 
(Mc)/= << (6, V),(4~j, ~bj) >>1 
= (B~( -W V + ~,,6),- 17~oj + ~'~j)+ h~(-V~v + V6 , -  w~oj + w~j)~ 
+h < [[6]], [[qS/]] >h +(W.  v + 76, I7.  q~; + 7qSj), (62) 
for j = 1 .... , n. The data for the preconditioner valuation is 
( -  W V + ~7h6, O/) = D( V, Oi) - (6, V .  Oi) 
and reduces to integrals of polynomials over the triangles {zl}. After application of the precondition- 
ing process, the coefficients for the function Bh(-- I72 V + ~7h6) are known. All quantities appearing 
on the right-hand side of (62) can then be computed by integrals of polynomials over the triangles 
and faces. The work required for computing (MG)j, j = 1,... ,n is on the order of n plus the work 
involved in applying the preconditioning process. 
The final step required for a preconditioned iteration is the action of an appropriate preconditioning 
matrix M. Note that by Theorem 2.1 and the quasi-uniformity of the mesh, there exist positive 
constants Co and Cl not depending on h satisfying 
Co(][ Q l[ 2 + II v II~) -< << (Q, v),(Q, v )  >>~ 
Cl([I Q I1= + II v III). (63) 
The above inequalities hold for all (Q, V) in the product space //h x Vh. Consequently, the task 
of defining a preconditioner for ~Q is the same as finding a preconditioner for the block diagonal 
system 
o) 
where N0 is the Gram matrix 
(N0)ij = (q~i, qS/) for i , j  = 1,...,nl. 
Define 0) 
M= N ' 
where I denotes the identity matrix on R n' . It follows from (63) that the condition number of 
M-l / I )  is uniformly bounded independent of h. Thus, the reduction rate per step in, for example, 
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the preconditioned conjugate gradient iteration can be bounded independently of h. The application 
of M -t involves weighting the Ilk data by h -2 and the application of the preconditioning process 
to the Vh data. The work involved in one step of the conjugate gradient iteration is on the order of 
n plus twice the cost of the application of the preconditioning process N -~. 
The above discussion is summarized in the following algorithm for the solution of (39). 
Algorithm 1. The solution of (39) involves the following two steps. 
(1) The computation of the right-hand side vector d of (58). 
(a) Compute {(F, Oj)} by assembling the quantities given in (61) (Work ~ O(n2)). 
(b) Solve the preconditioning problem (60) with data G=((F,  O j)}. This gives the coefficients 
for BhF. 
(c) Compute d. This involves additional integrals of the form (61) (Work ~ O(n2)). 
(2) Compute ? solving (58) by preconditioned conjugate gradient iteration. The entries of ? are 
the coefficients for the solution of (39). Each iteration step requires the evaluation of the 
matrix operator and preconditioner. 
(a) Evaluation of the matrix operator on a given vector {ci} corresponding to the function 
pair (6, V). 
(i) Compute the data G={D( V, 0i ) - (6 ,  I7. Oi)} for the Bh evaluation (Work ~ O(n)). 
(ii) Apply the preconditioning process to obtain the coefficients for Bh(--172 V + V'h6). 
(iii) Compute the quantities (Mc)j j---- 1,...,n given in (62) (Work ~-, O(n)). 
(b) Evaluation of the block preconditioner on a given vector {6j, j = 1 . . . . .  n}. This involves 
multiplying the first nl coefficients by h 2 (Work ~ O(n~)) and evaluating the action of 
the preconditioning process. 
Remark 7. As already noted, the appearance of Bh gives rise to a full lower right hand block in 
the stiffness matrix for the least-squares operator. Consequently, it is not feasible to assemble the 
matrix. However, some efficiency may be gained by assembling parts of the matrix. For example, 
it would be feasible to assemble a sparse matrix for all terms in (62) excluding the one involving 
Bh. Additionally, to more efficiently compute the first term of (62) one could assemble the matrices 
{D(Oj, Oi)} and {(V'h~j, 0~)}. 
Remark 8. By Theorem 2.2 and the quasi-uniformity of the mesh, there exist positive constants Co 
and C1 not depending on h satisfying 
Co(ll Q II = + II v + II • II =) << (Q, 
C,(ll Q II + II v + II I[=). 
The above inequalities hold for all (Q, V, 4) in the product space//h x Vh x ~Uh. Consequently, to
solve (55), we can use a preconditioner involving three diagonal blocks. The blocks corresponding 
to //h and ~/Fh can be taken to be h 2 times the identity. For the Vh block, we once again use N. The 
rest of the implementation in the case of (55) is analogous to the implementation for (39) described 
above. 
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